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Editorial
Under my editorship the Newsletter has been an example of the triumph of hope over
experience, as one deadline after another elapses without any Newsletter appearing.
Richard attempted to lean on me early last year (the exact date is lost in the mists of
time) to get the Anniversary Newsletter out on time. Alas, to no avail. I was toying
with the idea of serving up a list of excuses for the delay, one of them being the old
classic: the dog ate it. Unfortunately, we haven’t got a dog, and the next best thing –
blaming it on Kai and Katharina’s dog Oskar – wouldn’t wash, as too many people
know that he is a highly specialised thoroughbred who only chews up the trousers of
hapless church wardens, usually while they are still wearing them. Invoking the many
nasties of this world – Putin, Trump, Assad, Erdoğan and the babyface leader of
North Korea – as being responsible for the delay to the Newsletter is not very
convincing either. Whatever their crimes, it would be hybris to assume that the
Newsletter has such a global impact that they would be motivated to interfere. So the
blame can only lie with the editor. We have been here before. It is a well-trodden
path. So, nil desperandum: I hope to get at least part of this issue out in time for
Richard to have something to read during his post-op convalescence.
One group which cannot be blamed for the tardiness of this issue is the contributors,
who in the vast majority of cases responded much more promptly to my call for
contributions than the Editor. I did not and could not ask everybody to write
something, but if anyone wishes to add their own contribution, please feel free. The
same holds for anyone who wishes to add any comments or contributions but has not
yet done so. The amount of material collected is so great that I have had to restrict
this issue to the personal comments of clergy and congregation. Additional material
relevant to the 175th Anniversary will be published in a second anniversary issue
shortly. Apologies, by the way, to the Cologne congregation. Due to the very nature
of this anniversary edition, it’s very Bonn-oriented.
I would like to thank everybody who contributed to this issue. I’m very grateful for so
many of you for sending so much material. You’ve done a grand job!

Bishop’s Lent Appeal 2018
Please note that you can either donate to this Appeal by putting money into the
basket at the back of the church or by sending a bank transfer to the Treasurer, John
Hebel, marked ’Bishop’s Lent Appeal 2018’, which you can then claim off tax.
Sustaining a Ministry of Hope for Refugees in the Calais area of France
Dear Brothers and Sisters in Christ,
I send you this appeal on the day when we remember the Presentation of Christ in
the Temple. In all the fragility of human flesh, the baby who had been born far from
home and laid in a manger is presented by his proud young parents in the Jerusalem
Temple. It is a day when we especially recall the immense dignity of human nature.
God not only makes human beings in his image, but redeems them by taking human
nature upon himself.
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Sadly, in today’s world the dignity of those who are refugees is often not regarded or
respected. This year’s Lent Appeal relates to a group of refugees who are in
particularly acute need. The purpose of the Appeal is to aid the plight of
unaccompanied child migrants in the Calais area. These youngsters have been
reduced to sleeping rough in the open since the closure of the refugee camps last
year. They are extremely vulnerable.
The funds raised will be shared between two projects.
Firstly, a safe house and outreach ministry to child migrants run by an Old Catholic
monk – Br Johannes Maertens – who is a member of our congregation in Calais. The
project is called Maria Skobtsova House, named after an Orthodox Saint and Martyr
who took care of Russian refugees, migrants, the homeless and Jewish people in
Paris during the last century. Brother Johannes asks us to help in the following
words:
“As you have seen on social media the situation in Calais is getting tense and goes
from worse to dramatic. It is estimated that around 600 refugees now live on the
streets, parks and grasslands of Calais. The refugees are dependent on the local
associations for a warm meal, clothes and sleeping bags. Refugees are often
exposed to violence on the streets and their sleeping bags are taken by the police.
One Eritrean refugee who speaks good French says he wants to leave France as he
doesn’t feel safe anymore. ‘They treat us almost as if we are animals. I don’t feel safe
here.’”
“The average age of refugees is young to young adults, some boys are only 14 years
old, and girls 16. These are very vulnerable to being trafficked as they are often
unaccompanied minors. The police don’t seem to distinguish between the adults and
minors; they DO NOT guide the minors to the social services responsible for minors.
We need an urgent Christian response to this inhumane situation.”
In partnership with Canterbury Diocese and the USPG, we are recruiting a priest who
will serve as Chaplain to the Pas-de-Calais congregations and as a refugee project
officer to give pastoral support and assistance, liaising with the various NGOs and
agencies present on the ground. So, the second purpose of the Appeal is to raise
funds to help the new priest by having financial resources to hand to support small
projects.
Being able to get out of the cold for a while and talk to a friendly face, to have help to
understand the administrative system, to have help with language learning or other
practical skills, these are all small tasks that our fund could help with. Helping with
these small tasks could make a world of difference to the lives of the stranded
migrants in the Calais area.
The plight of the many migrants from the horn of Africa and the Middle East, including
many children without accompanying parents, who have ended up on the north coast
of France is repeatedly in and then out of the news. When the news cameras move
on elsewhere they do not cease to exist. If anything their plight is worse than when
they are in the spotlight of media attention. The Calais Jungle Camp which was
demolished in October 2016 may no longer be there nor the official refugee camp
which caught fire in Dunkirk, but the number of migrants subsisting in the surrounding
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area sleeping out under the trees or the stars has hardly changed. Valiant volunteers
from France and Britain struggle to meet the most basic needs of these migrants
(with generously donated food, clothing & blankets). But what they and the migrants
themselves are urgently seeking is human warmth and hope.
In the middle of 2017, a survey of unaccompanied minors who had been living in the
area on average 7-9 months was undertaken. A fifth had been there for more than a
year. More than 95% had experienced police brutality. 75% had been arrested and
detained for varying periods of time. More than half had experienced being woken up
in the middle of the night and moved on with nowhere to go. More than a third had
family in the UK but the process of getting permission for reuniting with their family
was causing long delays. Less than five percent had been given any access to
information about asylum law.
There will be updates on these projects posted regularly on the Diocesan website at
www.europe.anglican.org Do keep an eye out for these regular updates. And please
do consider how you can support my appeal.
Finally, I wish you a holy and spiritually fulfilling Lent. As usual, you can give money
to this appeal through your church treasurer, who will forward money to the diocesan
office.
With every blessing,

+Robert Gibraltar in Europe

How the Priests saw us
Fr Alan M Cole, SSC: Reminiscence of Bonn-Cologne Chaplaincy
1982-1986
Short chaplaincies in Málaga, Venice and Istanbul preceded my arrival in Bad
Godesberg as Chaplain to the British Embassy and the English speaking Anglican
congregations in Bonn and Cologne. Four years in the post from 1982 saw me
moved to Helsinki and Moscow for another four. Learning about Germany and the
Greater Europe was an invaluable experience. I found myself among a deeply
welcoming company of friends, many of whose friendship I cherish to this day.
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Bonn was then the post-war national capital with a large British, Commonwealth and
American presence. A chaplain ministered to two small urban chapels and a wider
community of commercial, military, religious and diplomatic organisations. Each of

Alan Cole (left) and friend

those sectors supported me strongly, broadening my understanding and providing
me with a colourful religious, social and cultural life. I enjoyed a large apartment in
the diplomatic Am Woltersweiher quarter, with privileged shopping and tax
exemption. I was able to purchase my first BMW car.
Worship on Sundays and weekdays took place in the Rigal’sche Kapelle near
the Godesburg, and in a military post office in Köln Süd. Some will recall that the Red
Brigades and the Baader-Meinhof Gang were active in those days, and
congregations sometimes found themselves under armed guard.
Among visitors welcomed in the chaplaincy were Archbishop Robert Runcie, Old
Catholic Bishop Josef Brinkhues, and the Bishop of Gibraltar John Satterthwaite.
Many were the distinguished men and women who frequented chaplaincy events:
ambassadors, generals, company CEOs and people from about fifty countries. Whilst
it might be invidious to identify one more than another, I remained grateful for
continuing association with the founders of the post-war chaplaincy Mrs Freda Day,
her son Doctor Richard Weikardt and his wife Rita.
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It has been my privilege to revisit the Rhineland several times, as locum
tenens and to join celebration of various anniversaries and I have continued to value
receiving chaplaincy news ever since.
Alan Cole

John Newsome 1986-1993
Dear Friends in Bonn and Cologne,
It was wonderful to have been with you at the celebration of the 175th anniversary of
the Bonn chaplaincy on the last Saturday of June 2017. I cannot remember if I have
been in the Schlosskirche before, but it was an impressive and fitting venue as that
apparently is where Anglican worship started in 1842.
I have many fond memories of my time as Chaplain of Bonn and Cologne from
1986 to 1993. When I arrived, services were held at the Rigal’sche Kapelle in Bad
Godesberg, which was situated next to the then Chinese Embassy. I believe it fell
under the auspices of the local Evangelische Johanneskirche. However it was very
small and allowed for no growth, so eventually we moved to St Cyprian’s Old Catholic
Church, which as well as providing more space, was a fitting way of living our
relationship of full communion with the Old Catholics. After the renovation of St
Cyprian’s I believe that worship moved to Mehlem and then eventually to the current
location in Beuel. But that was after my time. So the Bonn Anglican community
seems to embody physically a very biblical principle that “here we have no abiding
place” and that the people of God is a pilgrim people. As Bishop David reminded us
at the celebration in the Schlosskirche, the Church is not in the first place a building,
but the people who come together for worship, who bear witness to the love of God in
their lives, and to who join in the service of those whom they encounter on their
journey of faith.
I’ve just been looking through my files and have discovered the order of
service for the 150th anniversary which took place at St Cyprian’s Old Catholic
church on 3rd May 1992. It was presided over by John Satterthwaite, our then
Bishop, assisted by Josef Brinkhues, the Bishop of the Old Catholic Church in
Germany, and myself. The service was followed by a reception at the residence of
the British Ambassador, Sir Christopher and and his wife Lady Mallaby. You might
find the attached articles from the Generalanzeiger of 4th May 1992 of interest.
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I wish the Bonn and Cologne communities strength and courage for your
future worship, witness and service in the area, and will always cherish a strong
connection with you combined with deep thanksgiving for my time among you.
John K. Newsome

Patrick Curran: 1993-2000
This is a redacted version of Patrick’s Chaplain’s Report for 2000.
I was appointed Chaplain in May 1993 and took up my post in August 1993, being
instituted as Chaplain in September of the same year. My father was able to be
present at the ceremony, at which the Bonn Embassy Choir sang under the direction
of Andrew Sims.

Patrick (left, back row), George Williams (back row, right) and Stephen (right, front)

The contextual background to my appointment was the impending move of the
German government from Bonn to Berlin, which by 2000 was almost completed. It
was this bigger picture that coloured my ministry while I was with you.
In 1993 St. Boniface was worshiping at the British High School, of which I
have fond memories. There was a buzz in the air , and the school served us well with
its location and facilities. Two significant things happened while looking for a venue in
Bonn which eventually led us to the chapel in the grounds of House Steinbach. Firstly
Cologne requested a regular morning service in preference to a late afternoon
service, which had been their service time since at least 1980. Secondly, Bonn was
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ready to accommodate Cologne’s wishes. The consequence has been the most
unusual service times in Christendom: 9.40 a.m. and 11.50 a.m., and what we call
“the mad dash”.
An important development during this period was the setting up of the Friends
of the Anglican Chaplaincy e.V., of which I was the first chairman until Dr. Richard
Weikardt kindly agreed to take over. The e.V. allowed us to issue
Spendenbescheinigungen on an annual basis, whiich people can claim against tax.
During this time we held our first TRIO (The Responsibility Is Ours) stewardship
campaign, upping significantly the number of planned givers from six to 45. The
period also saw the formulation of our Mission Statement and the updating of our
constitution.
In order to cope with the challenge of the governemtn’s move to Berlin we
decided to invest in people rather than bricks and mortar, which led to the
appointment of Dr. Stephen Miles as Assistant Priest. When I left in 2000 I counted
myself blest that the leadership of the Chaplaincy should fall into such capable
hands.
When I came the Newsletter was the Chaplain’s affair, and it was not a regular
monthly publication. I had two very dedicated assistants, the editor George Williams
and the production manager Godwin Selvadurai. I was also grateful to all who worked
alongside me as churchwardens: Anna Dorst, Jean Hauptfleisch and Frances Klein in
Bonn, and Alan Fountain, Richard Gardiner, Chris Matthews and Jean Putzmann in
Cologne. There was a Sunday School in Bonn, and a Sunday School had been
started in Cologne the year prior to my arrival.
Some of the activities during my seven years as Chaplain were a Chaplaincy
outing to Xanten, our 1999 pilgrimage to Constantinople and the 2000 pilgrimage to
Rome. In 1999 we walked “In the footsteps of St. Boniface” from Amöneburg to
Fulda, and in 2000 “In the footsteps of St. Benedict” to Maria Laach. We also held
walkathons. With the much appreciated help of the Bonn English Singers we were
able to put on a service of Nine Lessons and Carols in both Bonn and Cologne. We
were grateful to Ute Reusch, who played an important part in keeping the choir going.
When I look back at my beginnings there were few outside contacts and
resources. We were able to strengthen our ties to the Old Catholic Church and
especially with their bishop Joachim Vobbe and the Döllinger House. My
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chairmanship of the ACK (Arbeitsgemeinschaft christlicher Kirchen) Bonn was also a
way of improving external contacts.

The Revd Dr Stephen Miles: My memories of Bonn 1997-2003
It’s over 20 years since I arrived in Germany to take up a newly created post as
Assistant Priest in the chaplaincy of Bonn/Cologne. The late 1990’s was a time of flux
in Bonn with the imminent move of the German Government back to Berlin and real
concerns about the impact that might have on the chaplaincy. For this reason the
Church Council decided to appoint an Assistant Priest to help in this period of
transition. After serving as a hospital chaplain in Australia, I found the prospect of
this new ministry rather daunting: relocating from one country to another; trying to
master a foreign language, and working in a vast parish whose future was uncertain.
But what I remember most about Bonn at that time is the warmth, friendliness and
encouragement of the people, many of whom have stayed dear friends, and the

Stephen Miles, Jean Hauptfleisch and Debbie Reichl giving communion to the Rensmanns

dedication of the parish council, and others, who did the real work of managing the
community’s life and mission. One of the wardens, Frances Klein, had a remarkable
knowledge of the Church of England and was indispensable in our dealings with
head office. My appointment was for two years but I became so fond of the people
that after my term expired I was pleased to follow Fr Curran as Chaplain. I recall that
we rode all kinds of waves in that time, such as the government and embassies
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leaving Bonn, our having to shift places of worship from Mehlem to Bad Godesberg
and back again, moving the parish office from the British Embassy in Bonn to the
Villa Spiritus on the banks of the Rhine, the implementation of new services in the
Church of England, and of course endless bitter-sweet comings and goings within the
congregation. But the people of St Boniface are a resilient and faithful lot, and I am
not surprised that you are already celebrating 175 years of Christian witness in Bonn.

Revd Dr. Matthias Grebe: former curate at Bonn/Cologne 2013-2015
In 2012, after finishing my doctoral studies in theology at Christ’s College,
Cambridge, as well as ordination training at Ridley Hall, I asked the Bishop of
Salisbury, my sponsoring diocese, whether I might take a year out before ordination.
This was to accompany my wife Victoria to Nigeria for her PhD field research, and I
used the year to teach at a seminary and co-pastor an international church in the
busy metropolis of Lagos. It was during that time in Nigeria that I contacted the
chaplain at Bonn/Cologne at the time, the Revd Andrew Sillis, and the Diocesan
Director of Ordinands for the Diocese in Europe, the Revd Canon William Gulliford, to
discuss a potential curacy at the chaplaincy.
On our return from Nigeria in 2013, therefore, I was ordained deacon
alongside Richard Gardiner by the late Rt Revd Dr Geoffrey Rowell at the ProCathedral in Brussels, and also took up a post-doctoral research position at the
University of Bonn, working under Prof Andreas Pangritz on my Habilitation project:
Suffering and the Problem of Evil. In the first year of our curacy, Richard and I
supported Andrew in Bonn and Cologne. As I was living in Bonn and Richard closer
to Cologne, I was based predominantly at St. Paulus in Beuel, where I preached
regularly and fulfilled various other diaconal roles, and was the Anglican
representative for the ACK. Vicki and I started a house group fellowship, which we
both look back on with extreme fondness – we so much enjoyed sharing meals, Bible
studies and discussion evenings with members of the church. A year later at All
Saints Cologne I was priested by the Rt Revd Dr David Hamid, and I presided over
my first Eucharist at the high altar of St. Paulus, where my father-in-law, the Revd
Andrew Corke, preached on the priesthood of all believers. During the year, we also
got together with other church members at St. Paulus and All Saints to start
Church@5, a great initiative to bring together the clergy and the laity for a Fresh
Expression type of Church.
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We enjoyed getting to know the diverse congregations through wine and
cheese nights we had at our place, as well as through the many invitations we
received: occasions that particularly stand out were for Thanksgiving (Betty and
Walt), dinner parties (Thilo and Helen Rensman) being taken on tours of the nearby
historic towns (John Hebel), and even getting help when installing our kitchen
(Wolfgang and Susan Tietz). But being the star second-hand book seller of the
Christmas Bazaar was a particular highlight (and not only because rumours had it I
even outsold Geoff that year!).
In 2015, for various circumstances including Vicki’s starting a job in the City of
London, and the resources not being available for the chaplaincy to sustain full-time
clergy, the bishop transferred my curacy to St. Mark’s Regent’s Park in London,
where I was trained under the patient supervision and wise counsel of William
Gulliford, finishing my curacy in 2016. In 2017, I assumed a part-time assistant priest
job at my alma mater, Cambridge, at St. Edward, King and Martyr, working together
with my former study partner at Ridley Hall, the Revd Mark Scarlata, an Old
Testament lecturer at St. Mellitus College, London.
Besides my priestly role at St. Ed’s, I am still working on my Habil project on
theodicy, and doing some part time work at Church House in London, working for the
Council for Christian Unity, with a special emphasis on the relationship between the
CofE and the EKD under the Meissen agreement. So life is busy! But in the midst of
this activity, I often think what excellent preparation my years in Bonn were, and how
I could never have wished to have started my journey along this road with a nicer
bunch of people.

How we saw ourselves
Ursula Ostermann, Getting to know you: Anniversary Newsletter
The text below was written by Ursula last summer. As most of you will know, she died
in December last year after a long and very active life.
I´m Ursula and I am 92. I was born in Berlin, grew up and went to school in London
and lived most of my working life in Bonn, in the Rhineland. I worked in journalism,
in the 1950s for TIME-LIFE International and the last 20 years for Radio DEUTSCHE
WELLE, Cologne, retiring when I was only 56 on the grounds of ill health. Then
followed 20 happy retirement years in Worthing, West Sussex, and in 2001 back to
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Germany for the last stage of retirement in the Augustinum, Bonn, a senior citizens´
residence.
I don´t think I ever “heard” about the Chaplaincy or that anyone “told” me
about it. I just knew it was there. The first time I ever worshipped there must have
been in the 1970s, when I took friends visiting from Rheindahlen to the Rigal´sche
Kapelle. The tiny chapel was ablaze with the colourful dress of embassy personnel
from around the world.
In the 80s and 90s, when visiting the region from Worthing, I had a base in
Rodenkirchen (near Cologne) and would make the journey on Sundays to St.
Cyprian´s in Bonn (which still had “proper pews” then). The chaplain was John
Newsome and it was then that I first wrote a contribution for the parish magazine. I
was in favour of women priests but against changing all the he, his and him into she,
shis and shim because I felt it didn´t get us anywhere. John had preached on the
subject.
In July 2001 and after my move to the Augustinum I joined the Bonn
Chaplaincy on a permanent basis. Having a new car with a left-hand drive and
driving on the right was something I still had to get used to. So with a view to not
damaging the car I opted for All Saints, Cologne, on my first Sunday attendance
because I knew the BN-CGN Autobahn like the back of my hand. I was greeted with
a “You must be Ursula” by the chaplain, adding that he had expected to see me in
Bonn. How he knew who I was I do not know, but that was Stephen Miles for you! I
sat next to someone called Enid Withers, a walking encyclopedia on chaplaincy
matters, and at the end of the service a familiar face smiled at me from the pews
behind me: Alan Fountain, a former Deutsche Welle colleague.
The following Sunday the Rigal’sche Kapelle was on the agenda. It sounds
silly now, but the tunnel hadn´t been built when I last lived in Bonn and I was quite
scared. That short bit of tunnel seemed endless. I finally got myself to the church,
where a welcoming lady stood by the door. In an effort to appear friendly I said: You
must be Frances, to which she replied Actually, I´m Anna. And so I met Anna
Dorst.
After the service we congregated “below stairs”, everyone huddling by the
coffee hatch. A lone figure was seated at one of the tables counting money. I was
back in my depth. You must be the treasurer, I said boldly. And so I met Tony
Taylor.
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Around Christmas, and still at the Rigal’sche Kapelle, I took my friend Elsie,
who was visiting from Worthing, to church with me. It didn´t take long for Reader
Elsie to discover another Reader. And so I met Richard Gardiner.
The CW masterminding the bazaars didn´t take long to latch on to the new girl
who was still driving to and fro across the Channel……. And so I met Frances Klein whose shopping lists for British Food were precise and clear. You couldn´t go wrong
if you followed the instructions.
One day Anna Dorst, Audrey von Arz and Betty Mueller approached me to ask
whether I would like to join them in trying to resuscitate what had been the Bonn
Morning Group, which had gradually fallen apart with the exodus of the embassies
and other organizations to Berlin. So resuscitate it we did and around 12 members
are still there to tell the tale. There have been fluctuations, of course, but over the
years we have built up a lasting, stable fellowship of fellow Christians who enjoy
sharing their faith. We are today´s Wednesday Group and I am proud to be a
member.
I could go on and on. About people, chaplains, events, how I became
Crucifer, Evensongs and - my favourite topic: Songs of Praise. And if the above
hasn´t made it clear: the Chaplaincy with all its ups and downs, varying
churchmanship and different venues over the years, from Day One has been and
still is my spiritual home as well as my home from home. THANKS BE TO GOD !
Ursula Ostermann

Diana Goldsworthy: Childhood Memories of the English Church in
Bad Godesberg
My parents were devoted Anglicans, and church on Sunday was the central event of
our week. As a child, I enjoyed the routine: dressing in best clothes; sitting in our
usual place; singing hymns; passing the collection bag along the pew; standing
outside afterwards while my parents chatted to other members of the congregation;
and, when my father became Treasurer, helping him to count the collection money.
I attended what we always called the English Church, or Evangelische
Kapelle, between the ages of ten and eighteen from 1955 to 1963. I did not hear it
referred to as St Boniface until some years after I left Germany. The chapel’s small
size, unadorned walls and simple services were reassuring, in contrast with the
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unfamiliar and slightly scary ornamentation and rituals of St Cyprian’s, which we
attended occasionally when Father Jones stood in for our Padre.
For a small child, though, the Kapelle had a major drawback, which was that
the backs of the grey-painted pews were too high to rest one’s arms on when
kneeling to pray. It was uncomfortable to kneel upright through lengthy prayers with
nothing to lean against, but sitting back on one’s heels was frowned upon. We were
told that the pews were designed for Lutherans, who sit to pray. I have no idea
whether this is true or not, but I did think that the Lutherans sounded a very sensible
bunch. Relief came when the young children were led into a side room for Sunday
School with Mrs Day - Freda Weikardt-Day was always Mrs Day to us.
My father was a rather self-effacing man, so we always sat in a pew at the
back. This gave us a good view of everyone coming in. On one occasion my parents
pointed out a young man from the Embassy sitting several rows in front of us. That,
they said disapprovingly, was David Cornwell, who had written a novel and would
now have to resign from the Foreign Service. I wonder if John Le Carré still
remembers his visits to St Boniface?
The Kapelle had a proper organ, but not always an organist. When Hubert
Daniels was our Padre, if there was no organist, he would dash up to the organ loft to
play for the hymns, and dash down again for the prayers or to give his sermon.
One of my happiest memories was of being chosen to read the Isaiah
prophecy verses in the Nine Lessons and Carols service at Christmas when I was
eleven. I left for boarding school soon afterwards, and gradually came to have
severe doubts about religion, but my fondness for the kleine Kapelle remains.
Diana Alexandra Goldsworthy CBE (née Yeadell)

Geoff Sammon
WARNING: Persons of a nervous disposition are warned that the text below may contain
puns. If you are allergic to puns, please consult a doctor before embarking upon the text.

We started coming to St. Boniface just before we got married in 1981. I had
discovered that there was an Anglican church in Bonn and contacted the then priest,
Bruce Addison. He was very sceptical of my request for a wedding service, in early
October. Although I insisted that in Bolton I’d regularly gone to our local C of E
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church he obviously expected us to be here today and gone tomorrow. In fact, of
course, yma o hyd, as the Welsh say – we’re still here, after 27 years.
I think Bruce was partly reconciled to us at the wedding reception, which was
held in the French Club. The French Club’s food reputation was pretty patchy –
sometimes people caught food poisoning there, but otherwise it was very good.
Luckily at the reception it was the latter. In January we had a little surprise for Bruce,
turning up with a baby (our own). He hadn’t noticed. This was the time when services
were held in the Rigal’sche Kapelle. One of the small transepts housed an antediluvian coffee urn, which at irregular intervals coughed and spluttered before disgorging
coffee in time for the end of the service. Coffee was drunk al fresco on the steps
outside the church – no room inside. Sunday School took place in one of the palatial
Embassy residences just up the hill. However, I never saw any Embassy ladies with
white gloves in church, as described by John Le Carré in A small town in Germany.
They seem to have belonged to a different era. The Christmas service in the
Rigal’sche Kapelle was not without its hazards. To decorate the church we put
candles in the windows. Some of these tended to drip wax onto the congregation
below, making it a real candle mass (or mess), as appropriate. For other candle
messes, also around Xmas, see below.
Bruce set up the British Embassy Players and was quite a dramatic preacher,
but what struck me most forcefully was the way he seemed to derive visible joy out of
Christianity. He had been Chaplain of Christ’s College in Cambridge 1973-1978 and
went back to Britain in 1982. He retired in 1994 and died about 10 years ago in
Spain.
Bruce, despite his name, was not from Australia, but the next Chaplain was:
Alan Cole had grown up in Oz, though he seemed to have shed most of his Aussie
accent in the intervening years. Highly intelligent, and with a wicked sense of
humour, we were very sorry when he moved to the wintry wastes of Helsinki and
Moscow, with guest appearances in Ulan Bator (Outer Mongolia). He is still in contact
with some of the congregation and came over as a locum in the interregnum between
Ian Wright and Simon Hobbs.
John Newsome, originally from Whitley Bay near Newcastle/Tyne, was our
next priest. By then we were worshipping at St. Cyprian’s and enjoying their luxury
basement rooms for our after-service coffee. John was very much appreciated for his
thought-provoking sermons. After Bonn/Cologne he was in Hamburg and Zurich.
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When he retired he settled down in Germany, near Frankfurt, and we sometimes see
him in his role as diocesan representative.
Patrick Curran followed on from John. Together with Lucille and his two
daughters Alex and Vicky he brought a lot of life into the Chaplaincy, organising a
wide range of events, including several pilgrimages (for details, see p.7f). I am
personally indebted to Patrick for being instrumental, aided and abetted by his
brother, in introducing me to the joys of Linie Akvavit after a hard day’s slog through
the Hessian forests on our pilgrimage from Amöneburg to Fulda. He too, however,
was struck with the Candle Curse. We managed to persuade the University to allow
us to use their very beautiful Schlosskirche for our Nine Lessons and Carols service
in the run-up to Christmas. The pews had just been renovated, which was
unfortunate, because quite a few of the hand-held candles dripped hot wax from their
collars onto the newly renovated pews. Maybe Anglicans and candles just don’t mix.

On the left, the Lapslies and Höltgens at Emma Jane’s christening, with Simon officiating.

Lest this account seem more like an Old Testament genealogy (And Seth….
begat Enos. And Enos …. begat Cainan. And Cainan begat…. Mahalaleel etc), I’ll
get a move on, just briefly stopping to mention Stephen Miles, a very warm-hearted
and wise person (also from Oz) and Simon Hobbs, who continues to remain in our
fond memories for his excellent sermons and interpersonal skills.
Although 27 years have passed since we first crossed the threshold of St.
Boniface’s, it has been a very rewarding experience. I would particularly like to thank
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everybody in the last six years that I have been church warden for their support,
advice and help. You’re a great congregation.

Anna & Hans Dorst
We joined the St. Boniface congregation in May 1983, when Sunday services were
held in the Rigal’sche Kapelle in Bad Godesberg. Several families attached to the
British Embassy lived in Im Etzental, up the hill from the church. Other Embassy
families and staff lived in Bad Godesberg, the diplomatic centre of the capital Bonn.
The chaplain was the official chaplain to the British Ambassador and had a small
office in the embassy building on the B9.
Many chaplaincy activities were gradually introduced for the multinational
congregation – pot-luck suppers in some of the large homes of Embassy officials
(they were used to providing plates, glasses and cutlery for large numbers of guests),
the annual bazaar in the old CDU building next to the Embassy (both were bulldozed
to the ground to make room for the Telekom buildings). At the bazaar the Embassy
attachés manned the bottle stall and the tombola prizes included ferry tickets to the
UK, tickets for the British Embassy Players’ latest production, assorted gifts from
Ford and a voucher for a meal in the local hotel. In the summer the congregation
hired a bus for a special chaplaincy day out into the country or to Trier or Xanten with
a picnic on the way.
Each June the chaplain and churchwardens received an invitation to celebrate
the Queen’s Birthday in the Ambassador’s Residence overlooking the Rhine, and
later in the hotel on the Petersberg. Much of this came to an end when the German
government and the British Embassy too moved to Berlin in 1999, so that the
chaplain was no longer attached to the Embassy.
14 years later, after moving from the Rigal’sche Kapelle, to St. Cyprian’s, the
British High School, back to the Rigal’sche Kapelle and then to Haus Steinbach , the
St. Boniface congregation moved across the river to St. Paulus in Beuel.- a large
church with enough space for joint services with All Saints. The congregation became
much smaller after 1999 and less multinational. Will this be the last move for the
congregation and if not, where will we be to celebrate 200 years of Anglicanism in
Bonn? A question that is hard to answer in 2017.
Anna Dorst
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Frances Klein
My name is Frances Klein and I lived in Bonn for 20 years from 1988 to 2008.
I first visited Bonn in the summer of 1979, staying in Graurheindorf with two young
children and no car. The Chaplaincy services were in the Rigal’sche Kapelle but this
was too far for us to travel by public transport on a Sunday morning so we never got
there. Returning in 1988 and living near Reuterstraße, the Chaplaincy services, as
advertised in the GA, were at St. Cyprian’s, well within walking distance. English
services were advertised on their notice board.
As it happened, the first service my daughter Charlotte and I attended, we sat
directly behind the Reichl family. They spoke to us and we discovered that Debbie
was the daughter of a Fellow of my husband Roger’s college in Cambridge. There
were others too with a Cambridge connection, Tony Taylor and Dagmar Seifert, so
we were immediately among friends. The congregation then was a mixture of
embassy people of many nationalities, government employees, military personnel,
teachers, both school and university, intriguing students like the Prince of the
Sunderbans in princely regalia and business families. Over the years the diplomats
went to Berlin, replaced by a few working for UN bodies. Others came and went but a
core remained. Not all were native English speakers and not all were C of E. They
were a fascinating cultural mix.
During the twenty years, for fifteen of which I was a Churchwarden, the
congregation moved from St. Cyprian’s to the British High School in Bad Godesberg,
Haus Steinbach in Mehlem, the Rigal’sche Kapelle in Bad Godesberg and back to
Haus Steinbach. The Chaplain’s home moved from an embassy flat in Friesdorf, to
an embassy house in Bonn and then to the Cologne area. The chaplaincy office was
moved from the British Embassy, to the embassy house, to Argelanderstrasse and
then to Villa Spiritus. We were continually moving and adapting to different buildings,
varied conditions as well as changing service times so that the Chaplain could take
services in Cologne. Provision for a Sunday School and the essential after service
Coffee Time were important priorities. I always thought it would have been useful to
have a mobile office like the mobile libraries in Britain, to help the Chaplain look after
both congregations. Movement seems to be a characteristic of the Chaplaincy’s
history. A nomadic congregation, a gathering of worshipping people, not a static
building.
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I have many memories of countless chaplaincy activities; Scottish dancing in
the basement Embassy Club when Bishop John Satterthwaite visited; Barbecues at
least one of which was in the Irish Ambassador’s Garden on the Von Sandt Ufer;
Barn Dances in the American Club, Bring and Share Meals in spacious embassy
houses; receptions at the British Ambassador’s Residence; discussion groups in
various homes; the beautiful patchwork Banner made by skilful members of the
congregation; Retreats and Chaplaincy Weekends, Pilgrimages, of which the very
first to Fulda was for me the most memorable, but there were others to several holy
places; trips abroad to Istanbul, Rome and Vienna; memorable Carol and other
Services and of course, last but not least, the Annual Bazaars. I was fortunate in the
early days to represent the Chaplaincy in the Archdeaconry of North West Europe,
which meant travelling to meetings in The Netherlands and Belgium. Later the
CAECG was founded, the Chaplaincy becoming part of the Archdeaconry of
Germany and Scandinavia, and there were trips to other German and Danish
chaplaincies, while members of other Chaplaincies came to Bonn for meetings and
courses.
Our arrival in Bonn just preceded the Wall coming down, a most exciting time
to be in Germany. I remember particularly a service in 1988 at the Kristallnacht
Memorial on the Ufer near the Kennedy Bridge; attending a church discussion group
at the time ‘the Wall fell’ in 1989; being in the packed Market Place in Bonn on
October 3rd, 1990 to celebrate the Unity of East and West Germany; and joining the
Jubilee Debt-Remission Chain of people round Cologne in 1999 when Bill Clinton
visited. A time of hope. During the 1990s the Church of England discussed and voted
on the Ordination of Women priests. Sadly the Diocese in Europe was not in favour
but nonetheless the Measure was passed. Berlin became the new capital and the
embassies moved there. The British Embassy celebrated its closure with a reception
to which ‘John Le Carré’ came. Bonn, in particular Bad Godesberg, lost its
cosmopolitan character but the chaplaincy soldiered on, though the Chaplain was no
longer Chaplain to the Ambassador. Bazaars and Carol Services continued. A new
service book, ‘Common Prayer’, was introduced and interesting locum priests
officiated during inter regna. The financial health of the Chaplaincy began to be a
concern as the Church of England Authorities required new and annually increasing
contributions to the Clergy Pension Fund in addition to the normal responsibility for
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the Clergy salary, housing and incidental Chaplaincy costs. Stewardship campaigns
tried to address this.
The Chaplaincy played a huge part in my life in Bonn. It was my spiritual
home, a time of spiritual growth, giving me a wider, inclusive vision of ‘being church’
and an appreciation of ecumenism. It brought contacts with a wide circle of people.
The friendly, welcoming Chaplaincy folk helped me settle in a new country, find a way
through the local bureaucracy, start a new ‘career’ teaching English and develop
latent skills. The use of the English language and the familiar Anglican liturgy and
traditions were very helpful in anchoring a ‘stranger in a foreign land’ while the
simultaneous opportunity to experience other cultures was immensely enriching.
Frances Klein

George Williams: At St Boniface, 1990s-2018 – Way Stations
Moving from the American Protestant church to the Anglican church in Bonn
meant among other things embracing a liturgical form of worship, far removed from
the extempore prayers going back to my childhood, with their implicit premise that
prayer should come from the heart, meaning not from the pen. This is one of the
ways my mind has changed. The collects and canticles of the Book of Common
Prayer have become my prayers. I have joined the believers who have prayed them
over the years and centuries. I can get into the flow. Sometimes, true, it’s a slog. But
it’s precisely during dry stretches that I’m grateful for words I do not have to reach for,
words that have worn well, words that say what I would like to be able to say. I can
listen.
*
Display it or bin it? Book-sorting prior to the annual bazaar. Bookstall keepers
quickly learn that there’s nothing sacrosanct about a book with intact covers and
binding. Life in the Middle Ages, vol. II only? Don’t give it another thought. Stacks of
old periodicals? Please, this is a bookstall. Fanny Hill? Uh-oh. What am I going to
do with her? “Are we censors?” was one horn of the dilemma. The other horn was
the prospect of supercilious comments such as “Look what church bazaars are
selling these days.” So what did happen to that book? I can’t remember. Memory
lapses are nothing to be happy about, indeed not, but some are less vexing than
others.
*
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Weekend retreats, getting better acquainted with the other half of the chaplaincy,
and for that matter with parishioners in your own half. Not forgetting the retreat
leaders: among them Patrick Curran, Stephen Miles, Charlotte Methuen and John
Askey. Discussion topics such as church growth, the Jesus Prayer or Bible
passages. Hikes in all weathers. Moments of being “with one accord in one place”.
Scene: a weekend retreat in the Bonn area. It’s break time and I’m talking with a lady
I’ve just met. We head for the woods, walking and talking. Apropos of nothing she
says, “And what are you going to be when you grow up?” Did I hear right? I who am
close to retirement age? Is she serious? It was a wet and muddy day, and the path
was lined with nettles and brambles. I wasn’t going to push her down into all that,
certainly not – but I thought about it. Only later did it dawn on me that I had cause to
be grateful to her, given that she helped me to formulate a post-retirement goal: to
achieve maturity (mental, emotional, whatever) before the onset of senility. I’m afraid
it may be a close race.
George Williams

Jean Hauptfleisch
In August 1969 I arrived in Bonn to teach at the British Embassy Preparatory School
in Bad Godesberg. At the beginning of 1970 the Rev. Alan Nin became Chaplain to
the Ambassador and was also our school Chaplain. Anglican services were then held
in the Rigal'sche Kapelle. Being away rather a lot at weekends I didn't then attend
Church regularly.
In 1989 , after attending the Catholic Church with my family for many years, I
decided to find out if the Anglican Church was right for me. Since I am Scottish and
was brought up in the Scottish Free Churches this was quite a change. Services
were then held in St.Cyprian's, where the Rev. John Newsome was Chaplain. Over
tea and coffee on my first day I was made to feel so welcome, largely due to Anna
Dorst (whom I have known since 1966) and two Scottish ladies, Audrey Arz von
Straussenburg and Jane Vierkötter, both of whose husbands were in the Foreign
Office. The congregation then was very international. A hard core remains today,
mainly those, like myself, married to Germans. Those connected to the British
Embassy have long since left.
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In February 1998 I was confirmed in the Anglican Church by Joachim Vobbe,
Bishop of the Old Catholics, following preparation by Patrick Curran. When Patrick
was appointed Chaplain we were worshipping in the British High School, then again
in the Rigal'sche Kapelle before moving to Mehlem. Rev. Dr. Stephen Miles joined
Patrick in the Rigal'sche Kapelle and later in Mehlem. In 2000 Stephen took over
from Patrick. The Rev. Ian Wright and then the Rev. Simon Hobbs followed Stephen.
I was fortunate in joining a group of pilgrims to Rome in 2000, well organized
by Patrick. It was really interesting and most enjoyable. Patrick also organized a
pilgrimage to Vienna, where he had taken over as Chaplain of the Anglican Church
there, also most successful and appreciated. Another important and pleasurable
occasion for us was when Patrick came from Vienna to officiate at our daughter's
ecumenical wedding ceremony.
We also have Chaplaincy outings and Walkathons, in some years more and in
some fewer, but always enjoyable and relaxing. Our morning group tries to meet
once a month. It is very inspiring and good to share thoughts with others. Here a big
thank you to Betty and Walt Müller for their hospitality.
Since German reunification in 1990 there have been considerable changes in Bonn,
but Bonn is a city I have always liked and I am very happy living here. I remember
well very many bazaars; all hard work but fun and worth the effort. The Bonn Church
plays an important part in my life. It's like a large (or rather small?) family.
Jean Hauptfleisch

Helga Sharp
I am Helga Sharp, widowed, 82 years old. I came back to Bonn in 1993 after 40
years in the UK, mostly Essex. I can’t remember who put me in touch. I attended
services at the British High School, where I felt very much at home. It was a great
boon to have Patrick Curran so close to my Friesdorf address.
The people reminded me of the congregation of the Hamburg Lutheran
Church (Dalston), who held German services in various Anglican church buildings in
Essex – no fuss and bother – friendly and helpful. My most regular contact was with
the Anglican congregation of All Saints Springfield (Chelmsford): choir, teaching
Sunday School, services and church cleaning. So the Bonn Anglicans were a home
from home. The change from the Steinbach-Kapelle in Mehlem was a sad loss to me,
though old age was creeping up apace.
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The well organized meetings after the services at Mehlem in the nearby centre
at Utestraße with the cheerful Filipino ladies constitute a happy memory! While the
Anglican services were treasured in the many years in Essex, the Steinbach chapel
shared with German Roman Catholics and an Evangelische Gemeinde reminded me
in the best possible way of our wanderings to Anglican church buildings (see
Hamburg Lutheran Church above). The evening Bible study group started with
Patrick Curran and found a much appreciated home with George Williams, with
another two addresses in the Friesdorf vicinity. Frances Klein gave staunch support
on the scripture side – when need arose…. Alas, I had to miss out on her company
on the pilgrimage. The Nine Lessons and Carols in the Schlosskirche were a great
joy – a day’s visit to Trier, another to the Mosel still glow with happiness.
The above may show that the Anglican services and congregation in Bonn,
where I had belonged to the evangelische Kirche before 1958, was to me a most
gracious fellow experience of C of E in Essex plus services and congregation of the
German diaspora in the UK, so to speak – enriching the CHURCH experience of both
children. Isn’t it amazing what the grace of baptism can lead to?
Helga Sharp

Mary Wirths
I originally saw a photograph and comment about the Bonn chaplain Rev. John
Newsome in the local newspaper Bonn/Siegburg and was happy to hear about 'my
own' Church (at that time being a vicar's wife in the Evang. Kirche, Siegburg.)
Later I met up with Patrick Curran at an ecumenical Pfarrkonvent, as I had become a
"Predigthelferin" in the Evangelischer Kirchenkreis, Bonn. I remember the meeting
vividly and of course I was invited to come when possible to a Sunday service – and
so I came to the Rigal'sche Kapelle and afterwards to the Chapel in Bonn-Mehlem
and the coffee meeting just down the road.... Everyone was friendly and I loved being
Anglican 'again' and came more and more often, eventually becoming a Reader, too
(following in my Father's footsteps in Leicestershire), taking services alternately in the
Evang. Church, Bonn and Anglican Church in Bonn-Mehlem.
The regular 'discussion'group meeting at Audrey's and later Betty's house
followed and I took over leading it with a theme, after the general conversational
opening. It was quite a while before anyone invited me personally as we were all very
busy. I was also daily visiting patients in two Bonn hospitals, organising weekly
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hospital services and meeting up with George's discussion group regularly at his
home.
These days I have retired and moved too far away (to Holland!) and only
manage to come to the annual Bazaar. But that is always a very special day for me,
meeting together with so many old and new friends in the congregation. In general I
receive Bishop David's frequent letter-news and saw the article about Bonn's
present celebration. The Chaplaincy remains very important to me and I treasure the
contact. I recently celebrated 80 years and was especially happy to receive greetings
from the faithful Wednesday group members...
With greetings, congratulations and best wishes to you all,
Mary (Wirths, née Bowden)

Karen Milka
I came to Bonn in 1985 when I was posted to the British Embassy. At that time the
church was at the Rigal'sche Kapelle. For the next ten years I must have only gone to
church at Christmas and Easter! I remember sitting there with many colleagues
singing our carols.
Everything changed for me once we had the children. Sunday school became
a regular feature in our lives. It was important to me that Ben and Gwen could enjoy
this very British tradition and my regular contact with the other parents and members
of the congregation played a big part in ensuring I didn't feel isolated as a mum of
young children. My most distinct memory of church at that time is from Christmas
2000 at the Rigal'sche Kapelle. Chicken pox was going around and as a
consequence the nativity play that year was heavily understaffed! This led to Gwen,
aged 2½, stepping into the role of Mary! We will never forget the sight of her toddling
up the aisle surrounded by shepherds and angels twice her size.
Another special memory is from the previous year October and my own
confirmation. I was confirmed together with Tanya Maxon with the ceremony
overseen by Bishop Vobbe, who passed away only recently. Patrick and Stephen
were there too of course and we had a congregation get together after the service
with coffee and cake.
Karen Milka
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Devika Homann: Five-day trip to Turkey with Rev. Patrick Curran
Owing to unsuitable weather, the planned trip to Princess Island was cancelled.
Instead we crossed over by boat to the Asian side of Istanbul. Time was running and
we were running too. At 10 a.m. we were at Gate 2, Kadiköy, and got into the boat,
Pasabahce, which was almost ready to move. It seemed a rush. We went up to the
second deck. Mother Nature was certainly moody and inhospitable. The chilly breeze
induced some to warm themselves with sipping hot tea. The sky had decided to
remain dark with its voluminous clouds hovering around, thus obscuring the sun,
which was endeavouring to smile. Somehow the clouds had their way. Their
reflection on the Sea of Marmara had also made its waters dark, which we presumed
would normally have been blue if only the sun could have shown up.
The quay was frequented with seagulls. They perched perfectly alongside one
another, which at a distance built up a beautiful pattern and seemed like a pearl
necklace fringing the quay – indeed a superb contrast to the deep grey waters of the
Sea of Marmara. It took a good half hour to reach the Asian side. We were there
now. What struck one immediately was the catch of varieties of fish, which were sold
galore – cuttlefish, mullet redfish, sprats, sardines and many more. A very normal
setting and in keeping with nature.
One would have expected to see more animals, horses, chariots or carts
rather than the hustle and bustle of flowing traffic. Crossing the street was at one’s
own risk. Traffic lights were a rarity. The houses, shop buildings, restaurants,
cafeterias were clustered together and looked squalid. Moreover, the modern
development had almost tarnished the history of the Asian side.
At a quarter to eleven we had to gather again to get back. Time was earnestly
short. Going back we took the boat Turan Emeksiz. A bit of a rush again. Having
reached the other side, we had to walk through one boat to another and again to
another and finally through Eminönü Karaköy Iskelesi before we came to our
destination point. The thrill of this experience was worth testing.
Our next delight was to explore the Spice Market, which was but a stone’s
throw from where we got off the boat. Entering into the Market was an unusual treat.
No adjectives would have sufficed to describe this splendid eyecatching scene.
Walking along was limited to a snail’s pace because of the enormous cosmopolitan
crowds. What excitement! In every nook and corner there was something to buy, both
small and big. One had the feeling of having gone astray. All along we could only
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sniff at what was exotic. Indeed, the whole thing was elaborate – something to have
out of life. Every vendor doing his utmost to fracture his throat in order to sell his
spices or wares, enthusiastically devoting his time and energy – provoked by a hot
hunger to live and to compete with his neighbour. One would have felt quite buried in
this Market and much pampered with all its exotic aroma of spices, nuts, dried fruit,
teas and other foods. Perhaps one was also in a quandary what to buy, but
nevertheless every one of us had a tiny something to bring back.
I am still thankful to Patrick for this exciting five-day enterprise, but my thanks
and praises reach up mostly to our Saviour, who made it possible and who led us all
along from our journey’s beginning to its smooth end.

Kathy Caldwell
I lived in Bonn from December 2009 until June 2016. Before moving to Bonn, I had
researched English-speaking churches in the area and was delighted to find an
Anglican church on my doorstep. I started attending the church in December 2009,
at which time it was located in Mehlem. I beat a hasty retreat on my first two
Sundays to get back to the kids, who were all young at that time (Grace, 6,
Alexander, 4 and Christopher, 2) and likely to be wreaking havoc at home. On my
third visit, Father Simon came flapping after me and encouraged me to stay for tea.
Before I knew it, I was a signed up member and two months later was being elected
onto the council.
I thoroughly enjoyed Father Simon's ministry and Dan's happy Sunday School
summaries with the kids at the end of the service. Everyone was so welcoming and
friendly that before long I and the kids had settled comfortably in to the Bonn church
family. I served on the council for 6 years and was elected as Church Warden in
Bonn for 2 years.
I have many happy memories of my time as a member of St Boniface, but
those that stick in the memory are the hectic kitchen duties each Christmas at the
Bazaar and the Wednesday morning Bible Study group led by Father Andrew at Walt
and Betty's with many hilarious and sometimes unorthodox, but always eye-opening
discussions. Going into church each Sunday really felt like joining my extended
family. One of the benefits of a smaller congregation is that you can get to know
everyone. I knew that if I needed help, support and love (and often did!), I would find
it in St Boniface. Another very special memory is Grace and Alexander's
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confirmation preparation with Father Richard, and the service at All Saint's in June
2016. This was a lovely celebration with all our friends and a really special day for
Grace and Alexander. Sadly, we left Germany shortly after this service, but our time
with the Anglican family of Bonn and Cologne will stay with us always.
Kathy Caldwell

André and Marolee Smith
André and Marolee arrived in Cologne at the end of 2011 from Shanghai, China and
started attending the Anglican Church Cologne, a short bicycle ride from home in
Rodenkirchen. After a while we learnt of the Bonn church and travelled through for a
service. We immediately felt at home in the international Bonn Anglican
congregation.
During our time there we enjoyed the services, the wonderful fellowship and
numerous social occasions. We were fortunate to be part of the lovely home Bible
study run by Matthias and Vicky Grebe. We were also privileged to be entrusted with
the running of the tombola stall at the annual Christmas bazaar. The Christmas
Carol evenings were not to be missed as were the musical concert evenings
organised by Barbara Merkes in Cologne. Marolee was part of the Cologne Heart
Cushions ladies group hosted by the gracious Ranti Hendricks. Our church roster
duties included ushering and intercessionary prayer, both of which we enjoyed very
much.

The zabaglione moment: the Claspers are given their official initiation to Bonn.
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With heavy hearts we took leave of the Bonn Congregation at the end of 2016
to return to South Africa. We will always be grateful for the time we had with the
wonderful Bonn people – thank you for embracing us so warmly.
Marolee and André Smith

Philip John Hebel: New Kid on the block
Hello, my name, as many of you know, is Philip John Hebel but everyone knows me
as John. I first came to Germany in July 1974, apart from a short stint as a National
Serviceman in the Royal Air Force in Cologne in 1962. I didn’t know there was an
Anglican Church in the area and although I knew St. Paulus, always considered it a
Catholic Church.
As my wife was a staunch Catholic I often went with her to the Catholic
services, usually to the Saturday evening “Vorabendmesse”. I quite liked the services
as they were very similar to the form of service I knew in England at St. Margaret’s,
Whalley Range in Manchester. In fact as my German got better and I could translate
what I was saying, I found out that the Creed was, word for word, exactly the same
as we said in St. Margaret’s. This was the Apostles’ Creed.
It was my wife in 2013 who found the article in the General Anzeiger, with the
picture of St. Paulus, informing everyone that the Anglican Church was moving to
Beuel. She said “why don’t you go there, it would be better for you than the Catholic
Church as you are really Church of England”. Unfortunately my wife died in August
2013 after a long fight with cancer, and, after a few weeks, I decided to follow her
suggestion and came to St. Boniface in September 2013. The Chaplain was Revd.
Andrew Sillis.
I was surprised at first at the small size of the congregation but soon realised
that, compared to St. Margaret’s, there were not so many people to draw on.
I was very impressed at the warmth of the reception I received although no one knew
me. I was made very welcome and felt at home almost immediately. Indeed Mary
Enders went out of her way to tell me about the English Players and about a
performance they were putting on in the Augustinum which I went to with Mary. I later
found out that Tony Taylor arranged the lighting both for this and many other events.
I wish we had someone similar to help with the dreadful acoustics in St. Paulus.
It was not long before Jean Hauptfleisch approached me to ask if I would like
to be put on the Electoral Roll. Of course I agreed immediately. I soon found myself
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fully involved in the Church and enjoying the various challenges and felt I was able to
make a contribution to the Church. A few months later, early in 2014, I was asked if I
would take over from Kai Nürnberger as Treasurer. As I am a professional
accountant, I readily agreed. Kai gave me a lot of help in taking over the reins and
continues to help whenever I need information.
Unfortunately, once I had got to grips with the figures, I found that I could only
confirm Kai’s fears that we were rapidly becoming insolvent. The regular income level
was insufficient to support the cost of a full-time Priest including the pension burden,
and we were depleting our capital at an alarming rate. It was then necessary, at the
end of 2014, to start negotiations to terminate the contract for Revd. Andrew. We
managed to keep Revd. Andrew until September 2015, when he moved to a parish
near Birmingham as Priest-in-Charge. Since then we have had a succession of
Locums, with several of them returning for another month or two. So we can’t be that
bad a congregation if Locums come back to see us again.
As the treasurer I was very impressed with the events which the Church put
on, especially with the level of income generated from these events. Barbara Merkes
does an enormous amount of work organising a series of concerts every year, which
are mostly very well supported and which bring in a very good net income. The
Summer Fête in Cologne and the Garden Party in Bonn both produce considerable
sums and much of the income is derived from the Handicrafts Stall and the Quilt
Raffle, which are produced singlehandedly by Anna Dorst. How she manages to sew
all the plethora of lovely articles she produces is a mystery. Finally we have a
Christmas Bazaar, which is the main money spinner. Again, here there is a Quilt to
raffle and Anna mans a stall full of lovely items she has made.
On the Church side we have a Christingle service for the children and, both in
St. Paulus and All Saints; we have a very popular Carol Service. All these bring in
much needed money.
As our finances have improved we have been able to step up our Charitable
giving, which had had to be curtailed in the last two or three years. This increased
again in 2017.
I became, much to my surprise, a Church Warden in 2016 and, even more
surprising, was re-elected in 2017. I enjoy the work of a Church Warden and
supporting, as much as I can, Geoff Sammon, the other Church Warden. Geoff is the
driving force behind most of the Church events and I am not the only one who
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appreciates his tremendous energy and dedication. Geoff always has a few notices
to bring to our attention towards the end of the service and his humour and good
nature are a blessing for our small community.
After the death of my wife, the Church has given me warmth and
companionship, friendship and a sense of purpose, and I thank everyone for their
kindness. I feel I belong here.
Philip John Hebel

Profiles
John & Dorothy Clasper
It was a real joy to be invited to be with you
in July. And although we have travelled
through Bonn and Cologne from Wuppertal
to the Moselle or further south for holidays,
this was the first time we were able to stay.
John retired from fulltime ministry at
the beginning of 2003. His service as a
Priest began in the centre of Leeds, before
time in industrial mission on the River Tyne
(in the North East of England) with
Shipbuilding and General Engineering in
the mid 1970’s, followed by being the
Bishop of Durham’s Urban Development Officer at the end of the 1980’s. This time
involved helping people ‘look out’ and be with those at work, and to enable young
people to experience life together while camping, canoeing, rock climbing and offshore sailing. He then had two parishes, one in Darlington and finally one in
Newcastle.
John has been involved in ‘locum’ chaplaincy since 2013. We first spent time
in Taormina in Sicily, then in Neuchâtel in Switzerland and then at St. Francis in
South Tenerife. Last year we were asked to do another period in Taormina.
John has also been involved in interfaith and ecumenical work. In February 2017 he
attended an ecumenical conference in Ottmaning, near Munich to celebrate the 500th
anniversary of Martin Luther’s contribution to the Church: Lutherans, Roman
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Catholics and Anglicans were present. It provided an opportunity to look back and
learn, look at the present and then together look to the future.
Before we were married in 1968, Dorothy worked in Germany as a teacher for
children at a British Forces school in Detmold in the late 1960’s, and we have both
been involved in ‘town twinning’ between Wuppertal and South Tyneside in the UK
since the mid 1970’s. So, we know a little about Germany and its language.
We have two grown-up children, Susan a doctor and Andrew who works for the Bible
Society. Both are married and have children.
John and Dorothy Clasper

Revd Dr John Strain BA, BTh, MSc, PhD
John Strain was born in Blackpool, Lancashire, into a devour Roman Catholic family.
At the age of 11, he decided he wanted to become a priest and attended the junior
seminary of an order of missionary priests, the Missionaries of Africa (the White
Fathers). When he was seventeen he abandoned the Christian faith as well as his
plan to become a priest. After a year of studying physics and maths at Manchester
University, John went to Keele University in 1968 where he met his wife Margaret
and studied history and philosophy. He served in the Royal Navy’s equivalent of the
Royal Army Education Corps for nearly twenty years during which time he was
trained as an organisational psychologist, conducted research for the Navy and refound his Christian faith in the Church of England. After retiring from the Navy John
trained for the priesthood at Salisbury and lectured in ethics at the University of
Surrey. He was appointed Director of the Centre for Applied and Professional Ethics
at the University of Surrey until appointed vicar of the Octagon Parish in the Diocese
of Chichester in 2009, retiring in 2016 after his wife Margaret suffered a very severe
stroke. John has written several books and articles on ethics in public life. John and
Margaret have long standing links with Germany. Margaret was encouraged to
correspond with a German pen friend as part of an Anglo-German reconciliation
scheme developed in the aftermath of the Second World war. It was a friendship that
has lasted almost seven decades and encompassed all their families. Margaret
qualified as a Chartered Libraries and worked in University Libraries in Hannover and
Berlin. Margaret and John have two grown up children and four grandchildren and
live in the village of Grayshott, on the border of Hampshire and Surrey.
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Reverend Fr. Richard Costin SSC
I was born in 1938 and was brought up in Sittingbourne in Kent. During the war I was
evacuated with my brother, and mother to a village in South Wales. At the
appropriate time I took the exam and attended Borden Grammar School for my
secondary years. In 1957 I went to Chester Diocesan Training College to train as a
teacher. Those who were exempt national service had to wait until they were 19
before training because most of the men in college had seen active service, many in
the guerrilla wars in Malaysia. I was the youngest in my year. I qualified in 1959, went
back to my home town, and was appointed to a primary school. I met Jill at the
interviews for the first time and told her of a vacancy in the school, where my father
was the headmaster. She got the job and we met more and more frequently, and
were married in 1962. By this time I had moved to a large junior school in Maidstone
in Kent as head of physical education, and here we bought our first house.
In 1963 I had the audacity to apply for my father’s post as headmaster when
he retired. I was shortlisted, but did not get the job. On the same day I was offered a
post by the Service Children’s Education Authority with the British Families Education
Service and came to the British School in Detmold on the 1st of January 1964 where I
stayed for nearly 5 years. During this time my two daughters were born at the BMH in
Rinteln. I also took the time to study for Reader Ministry and received my first licence
to work for the diocese of HM Army.

In 1966 I joined a team of advisers for

mathematics and science to the British schools in Germany including Berlin. In 1968 I
was appointed as the headmaster of a Church of England primary school near
Maidstone in Kent. My Reader’s licence was transferred to the Canterbury diocese.
In 1973 I was appointed as headmaster of a large Church of England junior school in
Brentwood in Essex, and again took up the post on the 1st of January 1974. I stayed
there for 16 years. My Reader’s licence was again transferred, this time to
Chelmsford diocese. In 1988 I applied for the headship of the British International
School in Heliopolis, a suburb of Cairo, and was successful. This school grew to over
600 students from 3 years of age to 18 years, with a clientele from 40 different
nationalities, and I served there 8 years as the school Principal. During this time, I
became vice chairman of the British Schools in the Middle East, a group then of
some 63 schools from Egypt, Cyprus and the Lebanon in the west through the Gulf
states to Iraq in the East.
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In 1996, instead of taking early retirement by not renewing my contract, in
order to set up an Educational Consultancy for the many international schools in
Cairo, and Egyptian Language Schools, I was asked to take over an IAPS
Preparatory School in Scarborough in North Yorkshire, It was here I completed my 35
years as a Headmaster in 2001. In 1997 I was trained as a school’s inspector and for
the next 10 years inspected independent (private) schools, and British and American
International Schools (who sought recognition as valid, and providing a high quality of
education recognised in the UK). This took me to many parts of the world, from
Europe to the Far East, including a number in of schools in Holland and Germany. In
2000 I renewed my Reader’s licence in the York diocese, that had been held in
abeyance while I was in the Middle East.
Throughout my working life I have looked to improve my qualifications, and at
varying times have acquired degrees in Educational Management, and
Environmental Education. I became an Associate of the College of Teachers and
later a Fellow. Other qualifications include sport (gymnastics and football); drama
through the LRAM, and LAMDA; and a teaching certificate in Religious Education.
My hobbies have included drama both as an actor and producer and director. Having
taken part in pantomime to Shakespeare, from melodrama to farce and music hall,
not only in the UK, but in Egypt and Germany. Sport is another love, mainly tennis
and hockey. Travel, of course, features highly, from the United States (including
Hawaii) and the Caribbean to Europe, the Middle East and Far East. The far east
includes India, Nepal, Hong Kong (many times), The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia,
Taiwan, China and Japan. I have taken groups on pilgrimage to the desert
monasteries of Egypt, to the Holy Land and Jordan. Since becoming a priest I have
also been involved in mission to the rural part of Western Kenya. This has given us
the chance to work with and share time with Kenyan Christians, and, at the same
time enjoy safaris in the game reserves.
A calling to the priesthood has long been there, and particularly after my first
visit to the Holy Land in 1983. However, it was not until 2002 that I put myself forward
for ordained ministry. The Archbishop of York, David Hope, told me politely that I was
too old and should stick to my Role as a Reader in the church. Two years later, I tried
again, and this time was told that ‘the goal posts had been moved’ and I could go to a
selection conference. Having been recommended for ordination from the selection
conference I went almost immediately to theological college at the College of the
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Resurrection in Mirfield, part of the Community of the Resurrection, an Anglican
monastic community. I spent just one year in intense training during which time I had
to cover the two years of the ordination course. I was ordained deacon in York
Minster in June 2005 and then sent to the parish in Scarborough where I had been
Reader and Church Warden. In 2006 I was ordained priest and licenced in the York
diocese. In 2007 I was given PTO (permission to officiate) in the Diocese in Europe,
particularly because of my association with the Chaplaincy in the Algarve. Three
years later that was extended to cover the whole of Europe, which has taken me to
different parts of the continent where there are Anglican churches, including Morocco
which comes under the Cathedral in Gibraltar; and that brings me to my time with
you here in the St Boniface Chaplaincy.
There are so many things that could have been included, but perhaps that
would have been too much, even for the most stalwart among you. I suppose that I
ought to mention my long years in synodical government at Deanery and Diocesan
level and also a spell on General Synod, and the latter could be the topic of another
missal.
Needless to say, Jill has accompanied me on all my travels with the exception
of school inspections and trekking in Nepal! Since ordination she has been a great
support in my Locum visits, where we work as a team.

Michael Bullock OGS
I was born just after the war in Shrewsbury. After studying Arabic, I graduated from
the University of Durham (Hatfield College) in 1971 and completed ordination training
at the College of the Resurrection, Mirfield, but I like the Who’s Who entry where a
subject described his education as “continuing”. After ordination in 1975 I served as
Assistant Curate at Peterborough Parish Church until I went to Zambia in 1979,
where I served as a priest in the Copperbelt at Luanshya and Mufulira, and also at a
rural mission station at Fiwila from 1979 to 1986. After a stint as vicar of Longthorpe
(Peterborough) from 1986 I joined the Diocese in Europe in 1991: Naples 1991-1999,
Liguria 1999-2000, and Lisbon 2000 until retirement in 2012. I have been a member
of a religious society, the Oratory of the Good Shepherd (OGS), since 1993 and
Canon of Malta Cathedral (now emeritus) since 1998. After retirement to Lincolnshire
I undertook a number of locum posts, including a total of three months here in 2016,
and I was privileged to be appointed Chaplain from 4 November 2017.
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Up
When I first started to (try) to learn English at a tender age in 1941, our Nazi-inspired
teacher told us that the English expected the whole world to learn their language, and
that this was only right since they considered themselves superior, and thus did not
need to learn any foreign languages. However, he stated that we should diligently
learn the language for the time to issue orders after the English were no longer
"superior". Well, that advice plus the treatise below should have caused me to tell
him: UP YOURS! However, that would not have been advantageous to a
"Jungenschaftsführer" (bestätigter Oberhordenführer) wearing two pips on my
sleeve. And so, I stumbled along until now, but never achieved the stage where I
could boss anybody around in the English language, especially in my own home,
which in this very language is also supposed to be my castle. Alas! Walt
An amazing 2 letter English word
A reminder that one word in the English language that can be a noun, verb,
adjective, adverb and preposition. “UP”
This two-letter word in English has more meanings than any other two-letter word,
and that word is 'UP.' It is listed in the dictionary as an [adv], [prep], [adj], [n] or [v].
It's easy to understand UP, meaning toward the sky or at the top of the list, but
when we awaken in the morning, why do we wake UP?
At a meeting, why does a topic come UP? Why do we speak UP, and why are
the officers UP for election and why is it UP to the secretary to write UP
a report? We call UP our friends, brighten UP a room, polish UP the silver, warm
UP the leftovers and clean UP the kitchen. We lock UP the house and fix UP the
old car.
At other times, this little word has real special meaning. People stir UP trouble,
line UP for tickets, work UP an appetite, and think UP excuses.
To be dressed is one thing but to be dressed UP is special
And this UP is confusing: A drain must be opened UP because it is stopped UP.
We open UP a store in the morning but we close it UP at night. We seem to be
pretty mixed UP about UP!
To be knowledgeable about the proper uses of UP, look UP the word UP in the
dictionary. In a desk-sized dictionary, it takes UP almost 1/4 of the page and can
add UP to about thirty definitions.
If you are UP to it, you might try building UP a list of the many ways UP is used. It
will take UP a lot of your time, but if you don't give UP, you may wind UP with a
hundred or more.
When it threatens to rain, we say it is clouding UP. When the sun comes out, we
say it is clearing UP. When it rains, the earth soaks it UP. When it does not rain for
awhile, things dry UP. One could go on and on, but I'll wrap it UP, for now . . . my
time is UP!
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Oh . . . one more thing: What is the first thing you do in the morning and the last
thing you do at night?
U
P!
Did that one crack you UP? Don't screw UP. Send this on to everyone you look UP
in your address book . . .. or not . . . it's UP to you.
Now I'll shut UP, before you get Fed UP!

Puns
I know you are intellectually way above this lowest form of humor. So how come
you're smiling?
A SIGN IN A SHOE REPAIR STORE IN VANCOUVER READS:
We will heel you
We will save your sole
We will even dye for you.
A SIGN ON A BLINDS AND CURTAIN TRUCK:
“Blind man driving.”
Sign over a Gynecologist's Office:
"Dr. Jones, at your cervix.”
In a Podiatrist's office:
"Time wounds all heels.”
At an Optometrist's Office:
"If you don't see what you're looking for,
You've come to the right place.”
On a Plumber's truck:
"We repair what your husband fixed.”
On another Plumber's truck:
"Don't sleep with a drip. Call your plumber.”
At a Tire Shop in Milwaukee:
"Invite us to your next blowout.”
On an Electrician's truck:
"Let us remove your shorts.”
In a Non-smoking Area:
"If we see smoke, we will assume you are on fire and
will take appropriate action.”
On a Maternity Room door:
"Push. Push. Push.”
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At a Car Dealership:
"The best way to get back on your feet - miss a car payment.”
Outside a Muffler Shop:
"No appointment necessary. We hear you coming.” (A muffler in AmE is a silencer)
In a Veterinarian's waiting room:
"Be back in 5 minutes. Sit! Stay!”
At the Electric Company:
"We would be delighted if you send in your payment on time.
However, if you don't, YOU will be de-lighted.”
In a Restaurant window:
"Don't stand there and be hungry; come on in and get fed up.”
In the front yard of a Funeral Home:
"Drive carefully. We'll wait.”
At a Propane Filling Station:
"Thank Heaven for little grills.”
In a Chicago Radiator Shop:
"Best place in town to take a leak.”
And the best one for last…;
Sign on the back of another Septic Tank Truck:
“Caution - This Truck is full of Political Promises”
Walt Mueller

Book Sale in Bonn
The Book Sale in Bonn on 14 April was a repeat of last year’s successful sale. One
aim was to reduce the number of books in the store room. The other of course was to
earn money by selling the books and the home-made food provided by the
congregation. Although there were fewer people than last year, wem ade about the
same amount of money (more on books than in 2017, but less on food). At €600
clear profit, this will come in very handy. Thank you to everybody who worked hard to
set up, clear away and make the delicious food on offer.
Geoff Sammon

Kirchennacht in Bonn
St. Boniface will be taking part in the Bonner Kirchennacht again, to be held on 8
June. See weekly sheet for details.
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Summer Fete in Cologne
This year’s Cologne Summer Fete will be held at All Saints on Saturday, 9 June from
12 to 4. Please contact the Cologne wardens if you can help with this. We still need
helpers.

Garden Party in Bonn
The Garden Party this year is taking place on Saturday, 7 July as usual in the garden
of the kindergarten behind St. Paulus.

